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MIDTERM EXAM Feb. 16, 18. Covers Lectures 1-10. No
laptops, no email, no internet access.  USB drives allowed. 
Tuesday open book (notes, USB drives allowed). 
Thursday closed book (nothing allowed, quiz type problems)

CLASSWORK 10.1(3) grade Given a score x, a mean m and a std.

dev. s, write a function grade(x,m,s) gives the score’s

letter grade which is 

A if x is 2 std. dev. above the mean, 

B if x is between 1 std. dev. & 2 std. dev. above the mean,

C if x is between 1 std. dev.  below & 1 std. dev. above,

D if x is between 1 std. dev. & 2 std. dev. below the mean,

F if x is 2 std. dev. below the mean,  

Resolve < vs.  in favor of the student.[

Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as ...

//c10.1(3)grade  

function g=grade(x,m,s) 
if(m+2*s<=x) then; g='A'   //space before then
elseif(m+s<=x & x<m+2*s) then; g='B'

//delete this line,finish the grade function 

end 

endfunction 
m=50; s=13; clc; printf("\n")

for i=80:-5:20 

  printf(" %i %s\n", i,grade(i,m,s))

end   //1A, 3B, 5C, 3D, 1F

PASCAL'S TRIANGLE:

1  1 (x + 1)1 = x + 1

1  2  1 (x + 1)2 = x2 + 2x + 1

1  3  3  1 (x + 1)3 = x3 + 3x2 + 3x + 1

1  4  6  4  1

1  5  10  10  5  1

1  6  15  20  15  6  1 

CLASSWORK  C10.2(5) coef Write a function coef(n) which

gives the vector of coefficients of . Test on n=2,5,8(x + 1)n

Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as ... 

//c10.2(5)coef    coefficients of (x+1)^n

function b=coef(n)

//delete this line, write the function coef
endfunction

clc; printf("\n")

printf("(x+1)^4 =")

disp(coef(4))  //Ans:1,4,6,4,1

We represent a polynomial as a vector of the coefficients of

the polynomial when it is written in reverse order, i.e., with

ascending powers and 0 for any missing powers. Hence x2 − 1

is written  and is represented with the−1 + 0x1 + 1x2

coefficient vector p=[-1,0,1]. The degree n=2 of then = 2

polynomial p is one less than the length(p)=3 of its vector p.

In general . Likewise p=[2,-1,0,1]n = length(p) − 1

represents the polynomial  of degree 3.p(x) = 2 − x + 0x2 + x3



If a is a real number, the result of evaluating  at a is p(x)

. This can be written as a dot product:p(a) = 2 − a + 0a2 + a3

2 − a + 0a2 + a3 = [2, −1, 0, 1]. & [1, a, a2, a3]

= [2, −1, 0, 1]. & [a0, a1, a2, a3]

. In general, for = [2, −1, 0, 1]. & a^[0, 1, 2, 3]

 with coefficient polynomial p(x) = p0 + p1x + p2x2 + ... + pnxn

, p = [p0, p1, ..., pn] p(a) = [p0, p1, ..., pn]. & a^[0, 1, ..., n]

  where .= p. & a^[0 : n] n = length(p) − 1

CLASSWORK  C10.3(3) eval   Suppose a is a real number and

suppose  is the vector of coefficients of ap = [p0, p1, p2, ..., pn]

polynomial  written inp(x) = p0 + p1x + p2x2 + ... + pnxn

reverse order (ascending powers). Write a function

eval(p,a)which gives the result  evaluating  aty = p(a) p(x)

a.  Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as ... 

//c10.3(3)eval    eval(p,a)=p(a)

function y=eval(p,a)

//delete this line, write the one-line function eval
endfunction; clc; printf("\n")

disp(eval([-1,0,1],3)) //Ans:-1+x^2 at 3 =8  

disp(eval([1,1,1,1],1)) //Ans:1+x+x^2+x^3 at 1 =4 

disp(eval([0,0,0,0],2)) //Ans:0+0x+0x^2+0x^3 at 2 =0  

.  Applying floor to numbers in  givesn & [0, 1) = [0, n) [0, n)

integers . Adding 1 gives integers in {0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1}

 The formula is {1, 2, 3, ..., n} k = 1 + floor(n & rand())

CLASSWORK  C10.4(3) rock_paper_scissors  Write a function

rock_paper_scissors() which randomly, with equal

probability, prints rock, paper or scissors. 
Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as ... 

//c10.4(3)rock_paper_scissors

function me=rock_paper_scissors()

r='rock';p='paper';s='scissors'

k = __  // fill the blank

//delete this line, finish the function rock_paper_scissors
endfunction; clc;printf("\n")

for i=1:6; printf("\n"); for j=1:5

    printf(" %s",rock_paper_scissors())

end;end



CLASSWORK  C10.5(3) rock_paper_scissors_game  Write a function

rock_paper_scissors_game() which randomly, with

equal probability, prints rock, paper or scissors. 
Copy lines, File/New in SciNotes, paste, File/Save as ... 

//c10.5(3)rock_paper_scissors_game

function rock_paper_scissors_game()

r='rock';p='paper';s='scissors';q='quit'

while(%t)

k = __  //copy from above function

v = __  //copy from above function

me = __  //copy from above function 

you=input("Enter r, p, s, or q to quit >")

if you==q then; __ // fill the blanks

elseif ...

you==r&me==__| you==p&me==__| you==s&me==__ then

printf(" You %s  Me %s You win",you,me)

elseif ... 

me==r&you==__| me==p&you==__| me==s&you==__ then

printf(" You %s  Me %s I win",you,me)

else; 

printf(" You %s  Me %s __",you,me)

end 

end 

endfunction

clc;printf("\n");rock_paper_scissors_game()

CLASSWORK DUE AT END OF PERIOD
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C10.5(3)rock_paper_scissors_game

HOMEWORK 10.1(3) grade2  Write a function grade2(n) with
integer input which returns 
A if  9 < n 

B if  7 < n < 9 

C if  3 < n < 7 

D if  1 < n < 3 

F if  n  < 1 

The output should be as follows:

F0
F1
D2
D3
C4
C5
C6
B7
B8
A9
A10

//h10.1(3)grade2 

//delete this line,write the grade2 function

clc;printf("\n");for n=10:-1:0

  printf(" %i %s\n", n,grade2(n))

end    //2A, 2B, 3C, 2D, 2F    



HOMEWORK  H10.2(2) my_sort   Suppose v is a vector of

numbers. Write a function my_sort(v)which gives vector v

listed in increasing order. If v=[2,1,5,4] then

my_sort(v)=[1,2,4,5]. You may not use the builtin

function mtlb_sort. Recall that v([i,j])=v([j,i}) swaps
elements at positions i,j.

//h10.2(2)my_sort  sorts in increasing order
function v=my_sort(v)

    n=length(v)

    for i=1:n; for j=1:n

            if i<j & v(i)>v(j) then

                v([i,j])= __  // fill the blank

           end

    end;end;

endfunction; clc;printf("\n")
disp(my_sort([4,3,2,1]))  //Ans:1,2,3,4

disp(my_sort([5,0,5,5,0])) //Ans:0,0,5,5,5

HOMEWORK  H10.3(3) coef2 Write a function coef2(n,a)

which gives the vector of coefficients of , where a is a(x + a)n

constant. Note,  with(x + y)3 = x3 + 3y1x3 + 3y2x1 + 1y3

Pascal’s coefficients 1, 3, 3, 1.  (x + 2)3 = x3 + 6x2 + 12x + 8

. The coefficient vector = x3 + 3(21)x3 + 3(22)x2 + 1(23)

= [1, 6, 12, 8]

  = [1, 3(21), 3(22), (23)]

= [1(2)0, 3(21), 3(22), (23)]

= [1, 3, 3, 1] . & [(20, 21, 22, 23]

= [1, 3, 3, 1] . & 2.^[0, 1, 2, 3]

. For coef, see classwork coef. For = coef(3) . & 2.^[0 : 3]

 we have n instead of 3 and a instead of 2 giving (x + a)n

coef(n) . & a.^[0 : n]

//h10.3(3)coef2 = coefficients of (x+a)^n

//replace this line with the classwork coef function 

function c2 = coef2(n,a)

c2 =   ___   // fill in the blank for coef2 

endfunction; clc;printf("\n")

disp(coef2(2,2)) //Ans:1,4, 4 

disp(coef2(3,-2)) //Ans:1, -6,12, -8  

disp(coef2(4,-1)) //Ans:1, -4, 6, - 4, 1

HOMEWORK  H10.4(3) roll_die   Suppose v is a vector of

numbers. Write a function roll_die()which rolls a die. It

randomly outputs 1,2,3,4,5,6 with equal probability. See

the paragraph before rock_paper_scissors classwork.

//h10.4(3)roll_die    random 1,2,3,4,5,6 
function d=roll_die()

d = __  // fill the blank

endfunction; clc;printf("\n")
for i=1:10; printf("\n"); for j=1:15;

  printf(' %i',roll_die()); 

end; end

HOMEWORK DUE NEXT CLASS 
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MIDTERM EXAM Feb. 16, 18. Covers Lectures 1-10. No
laptops, no email, no internet access.  USB drives allowed. 
Tuesday open book (notes, USB drives allowed). 
Thursday closed book (nothing allowed, quiz type problems)

This next homework is for the first lecture after the midterm.

 HOMEWORK: CREATIVITY TEST H11.0(6) swap. Replace the two

red lines with three lines of code which swap the values of x

and y. Due first class after the two midterms.

//h11.0(6)  

//Write three lines which swap the values of x and y.
x=input('Enter x >'); 

y=input('Enter y >'); 

printf('%i %i\n',x,y) 

x=y; 

y=x; 

printf('%i %i\n',x,y) // do not change this line

email: dale@math.hawaii.edu  subject line:  190 h11.0(6)

Due first class after the two midterms. 

We want the two red lines to swap the values of x and y.

Hence if x=2;y=3, then after executing the code in you

should get x=3;y=2. Running the code shows that two red

lines do not swap the values of x and y. Write code which

does work. You can use a variable other than x and y but no

vectors. 

Don’t exchange x and y in the last printf  line. Changing

the print order does not change the values of x and y.  

This program is the simplest problem which requires original
thinking. If you are not creative, it will be hard to solve it or
any other programming problem requiring originality. If you are
not creative, it is hard to write a program without an example to
work with. If in previous classes you needed worked examples to
solve a problem, you may have trouble doing original thinking.
You should be able to do the closed-book problems which are
similar to previous problems. But you will have difficulty with
open-book problems which don’t have examples to copy or modify.


